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New Zealand’s Monetary Conditions 
Index: A Critical Analysis

Stephen J. Burnell

iHE Reserve Bank of New Zealand is currently responsible for keeping infla
tion within the 0-3 per cent range. Before 1996, it sought to achieve this by

-A . determining the interest rate on 90-day bills (short-term interbank loans). 
However, in an open economy diere is a fundamental problem with targeting an 
interest rate. If die exchange rate suddenly falls, due to some exogenous shock, 
while die Reserve Bank maintains its interest rate target, die price of traded goods 
will rise and so boost die profits of exporters. It is likely, dierefore, diat bodi ex
pected inflation and output will rise. So while die Reserve Bank maintains die in
terest rate, sudden shocks to die exchange rate may alter die expected inflation rate.

There are at least two ways to reconcile die Reserve Bank’s uldmate objeedve of 
controlling inflation widi die problem of exchange rate shocks. First, die interest 
rate target could respond to exchange rate shocks: for example, a lall in die ex
change rate could lead to a rise in die interest rate target. Second, the interest rate 
target could be abandoned and replaced widi a targeted set of exchange rates and 
interest rates. Announcing in advance how die interest rate target will respond to 
exchange rate shocks is equivalent to announcing a targeted set of exchange rates 
and interest rates.

For simple models of inflation, given die current economic situadon, we can 
construct a funedon from exchange rates and interest rates to die expected infladon 
rate. For any given expected infladon rate (and current economic situadon), we can 
construct die set of exchange rates and interest rates diat will generate die specified 
infladon rate. As we change the expected infladon rate, we can construct a family of 
sets (one set for each expected infladon rate). We can describe diis family of sets 
widiout having to cxplicidy mention die expected infladon rate; all we need to know' 
is diat each set corresponds to a particular expected infladon rate. We can now 
construct a funedon from the current economic situadon to a family of sets of ex
change rates and interest rates. Furdier, lor simple models, as we change the cur
rent economic situadon, die relevant family of sets will remain unchanged. That is, 
we can specify a pardcular set of exchange rates and interest rates, and dien con-

Until Decem ber 1996, the range was 0-2 per cent.
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struct an unambiguous function from the current economic situation to the ex
pected inflation rate.

Given such a simple model, we can then assign a number to each set of ex
change rates and interest rates. This generates a function, from exchange rates and 
interest rates to real numbers. We can call this function die monetary conditions 
index (MCI) for inflation. Given die current economic situadon, for each value of 
die MCI we have a unique expected inflation rate. This enables die Reserve Bank 
to target die expected inflation rate by targeting die MCI (given die current eco
nomic situadon).

Monetary Conditions and Instruments

In New Zealand, die instruments available to the Reserve Bank are (i) die Setde-
3

ment Cash target; (ii) die supply of discountable securides; (iii) the discount mar
gin; and (iv) die relationship between die interest rates for Setdement Cash and 
short-term bonds. These instruments were last changed in August 1995. Since diat 
time, die interest rate on 90-day bills has fluctuated between 7 per cent and 10 per 
cent, while the MCI has fluctuated between 600 and 1,000. Clearly, changes in 
monetary conditions (and interest rates) can occur widiout changes in monetary
. 5instruments.

One explanation for diis phenomenon is diat die Reserve Bank announces (i) a 
monetary conditions target and (ii) a threat that if actual monetary conditions are 
not close to die target dien it will change some of its instruments. For diis strategy 
to yield die announced target, it is necessary diat a change in monetary instruments 
forces a change in monetary conditions. For example, a reduction in the Setdement 
Cash target forces banks to die discount window more often, so bank profits fall. It 
may be that dierc are two ways in which this leads to a change in monetary condi
tions. First, if we ignore the Reserve Bank’s target (and its direat), we have a func
tion from monetary instruments to equilibrium nominal interest rates. A lowering 
of die Setdement Cash target may raise equilibrium interest rates, at least in die 
short term. This creates a natural tendency for banks to raise interest rates in re-

The central banks of Canada, New Zealand, Norway, and Sweden each publish an MCI, although 
they are usually derived from output growth rather than inflation. See, for example, Freedman (1994); 
Hansson and Lindberg (1994); Nadal-de-Simone et al. (1996); Reserve Bank of New Zealand 
(1996a); Dennis (1997); Ericsson et al. (1997). The Bank of Canada has recently stopped using the
MCI as a target
3
Demand deposits held by trading banks at the Reserve Bank. Trading banks can never begin a

working day with an overdraft 
t
See, for example, Reserve Bank of New Zealand (1996b).

5
Guthrie and Wright (1998) develop a model in which the Reserve Bank achieves a targeted path for 

interest rates by simply announcing the path. The key assumption in their model is that the Reserve 
Bank can achieve any interest rate it desires through open market operations. Hence, the Reserve 
Bank’s threat to enter the bond market (an open mouth operation) will ensure that the interest rate is 
always equal to its target.
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spouse to a lowering of the Settlement Cash target. Second, by lowering the profits 
of banks, the Reserve Bank is punishing them, and this punishment mechanism 
may be sufficient to ensure that hanks follow die wishes of die Reserve Bank. If 
interest rates are too low, die Reserve Bank announces diat it will continue lowering 
bank profits until interest rates rise; and as banks understand diat die Reserve Bank 
can indeed lower dieir profits, diey automatically comply. Such a punishment strat
egy is asymmetric: die Reserve Bank cannot direaten to increase bank profits until 
it is obeyed. Rather, it would seem to rely upon competitive forces to lower interest 
rates, and direats of punishment to raise them.

These stories have some appeal when the Reserve Bank’s target is a nominal 
interest rate. Do diey also have appeal when die target is a value for an MCI? In 
diis case, banks may be punished for shocks to die exchange rate, even though diey 
have no direct control over diis price (aldiough banks are responsible for most for
eign exchange transactions).

A Simple Illustrative Model of Monetary Conditions and Inflation
7

Consider a discrete-time model, widi domestic and foreign sectors. Goods in die 
domestic economy are classified as traded or non-traded goods; traded goods are 
diose diat can be exported and imported. There are two nominal interest rates: die 
domestic rate and die foreign rate. Finally, die exchange rate is measured as die 
price of domestic currency in terms of foreign currency, so a fall in die exchange 
rate is a depreciation.

For all die variables, we will assume diat expectations are rational: on average, 
die realised value today is equal to yesterday’s expectation. Furdier, lor simplicity, 
we will assume that dicre are no unexpected shocks involved in die determination 
of goods prices. This ensures diat expected inflation rates have an extremely simple 
functional form.

The model has diree equations. First, die expected domestic price of traded 
goods tomorrow is given by today’s foreign price of traded goods, expressed in do
mestic currency. That is, domestic prices follow world prices, with a lag. Such a lag 
structure is needed to ensure diat a shock to today’s exchange rate lias a direct im
pact on die expected inflation rate, but not upon today’s price level.

Second, die expected price of non-traded goods is driven by (i) dieir current 
price; (ii) die expected domestic price of traded goods; and (iii) die current domes
tic nominal interest rate. Idle crucial feature of diis functional form is die role of 
die nominal interest rate; an increase in die current interest rate implies a reduction 
in the expected price of non-traded goods. This is designed to capture die defla
tionary aspect of raising die nominal interest rate.

Third, die domestic price level is a weighted average of die prices of traded and 
11011-traded goods.

6
Set the Appendix lor a mathematical representation. 

l
Time, written as date L, unfolds as f -  1, 2, 3...
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From these three equations, an MCI (for innation) can be constructed, as an 
increasing function of both the exchange rate and die interest rate. Hence, die ex
pected domestic inflation rate (from date / to date [/ + /]), can be written as an in
creasing function of (i) die sequence of current and past foreign inflation rates; (ii) 
die sequence of historic values for die MCI (where die coefficients arc constructed 
so as to eliminate historic domesde interest rates); and (iii) die exchange rate at date 
U —/]. Furdier, die expected inflation rate is a decreasing function of die current 
monetary conditions target and die sequence of historic exchange rates (up until 
date \ t -  2().

To control inflation, dierefore, it is essential diat today’s monetary condidons 
target responds to movements along yesterday’s monetary conditions target. For 
example, if dierc were a shock dial caused yesterday’s exchange rate to rise —  widi 
die monetary condidons targets, for yesterday and today, bodi fixed —  dien die ex
pected inflation rate will rise. That is, a movement along yesterday’s monetary con
didons target will alter die expected infladon rate. "This implies diat die Reserve 
Bank’s prediedons of future monetary condidons targets will be constandy updated, 
in response to shocks to die exchange rate.

Note diat die expected infladon rate is not a function of expected values; it is 
determined solely by historic and current variables. As will be seen in the next sec
tion, it is easy to construct variants of die model in which expectations do matter.

To complete die model, an uncovered interest rate parity equation is added. 
That is, die current domestic interest rate is an increasing function of die current 
exchange rate and die current foreign interest rate, but a decreasing function of die 
expected exchange rate. The equilibrium values for die expected inflation rate, die 
current exchange rate, and domestic interest rate can now be calculated as functions 
of (i) current inflation rates; (ii) last period’s MCI; (iii) die current monetary condi
tions target; (iv) die current foreign interest rate; and (v) die expected exchange rate.

Given die expected exchange rate (and the foreign interest rate), an increase in 
die current monetary condition target implies dial die current exchange rate and 
interest rate bodi rise, while die expected inflation rate falls. Furdier, given die ex
pected exchange rate and die current monetary conditions target, an increase in die 
foreign interest rate implies diat die current exchange rate falls, die domestic interest 
rate rises, and die expected inflation rate remains unchanged. The same result 
emerges if die expected exchange rate falls, widi die foreign interest rate and die 
current monetary conditions target both fixed.

8
An investor can hold either domestic or foreign bonds. Consider beginning and ending with domestic 

currency. One possibility is to buy domestic bonds, bold them until they mature and receive die pay
off. Another possibility is to buy foreign currency, then purchase foreign bonds, bold them until they 
mature, receive die payolf and then convert back into domestic currency. The uncovered interest
parity condition says that, on average, die two possibilities will yield die same payoff.
<)
If die expected exchange rate is systematically higher dian die forward rate (which is die price deter

mined today and which yields die covered interest rate parity condition), dien a risk premium term can 
be added. This would dien imply diat investors arc risk-averse and reluctant to hold domestic bonds 
unless die expected yield -  in foreign currency -  is sullicicndy high, relative to foreign bonds.
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Finally, the model assumes that the relative size of the traded goods sector does 
not change over time. However, if we think of traded goods as those whose domes
tic price is determined by foreign prices, then it is likely that the traded sector’s size 
will be rising over time. As it becomes more important for the domestic economy, 
the shape of the MCI changes in an intuitive manner: the coefficient on the ex
change rate rises, while the coefficient on the interest rate falls. That is, as the size 
of the traded goods sector rises, the inflationary impact of exchange rate shocks will 
rise, while the impact of interest rate shocks will fall. Note that it will be difficult to 
use historic data to construct an MCI for today’s expected inflation rate, as the his
toric estimate for the size of the traded goods sector will be too small.

A Model of Inflation Where the Future Matters' 0

In the previous model, the assumption that the domestic price of traded goods is 
driven by the foreign price with a lag was crucial to establishing the results given. In 
this section, it is assumed that the foreign price instantaneously determines the do
mestic price of traded goods. All the other equations are as in the previous section. 
The MCI is now a decreasing function of the exchange rate and an increasing func
tion of the interest rate: that is, an increase in today’s exchange rate (with tire inter
est rate fixed) will lower current prices (for both traded and noil-traded goods) and 
the expected prices for noil-traded goods, but leaves the expected price for traded 
goods unchanged. Hence the expected inflation rate will rise.

Let today be given by date t. The expected inflation rate (from date t, until date 
U + /l) can now be written as an increasing function of (i) the sequence of historic 
foreign inflation rates; (ii) the sequence of historic values for the MCI (which will be 
used to eliminate domestic interest rates); (iii) the sequence of historic exchange 
rates; and (iv) the expected foreign exchange rate. Further, the expected inflation 
rate is a decreasing function of the expected exchange rate and the current monetary 
conditions target.

This model has two characteristics that are different from the previous one. 
First, for any monetary conditions target, the exchange rate is an increasing function 
of the interest rate. Second, the future matters as the expected inflation rate is a 
function of the expected exchange rate.

Looking at the first characteristic, for the MCI, suppose that the magnitude of 
the coefficient for die interest rates exceeds that for die exchange rate. Given die 
expected inlladon rate, the expected exchange rate, and die foreign interest rate, if 
the current monetary conditions target is increased, dien die exchange rate and die 
interest rate will bodi rise; a dghtening of monetary policy implies the interest rate 
rises and die exchange rate appreciates. If die foreign interest rate rises (with die

i °
See tiie Appendix tor a mathematical representation. 

l l r
This assumes that a one-off increase in the current price of non-traded goods will not yield a larger 

increase in the expected price ol non-traded goods. Note that this assumption is necessary to ensure 
that, following a one-oil shock, the changes in future prices are bounded.
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monetary conditions target and the expected exchange rate both fixed), then the 
exchange rate and the interest rate will both fall.

With regards to the second characteristic, if the expected exchange rate rises 
(with die monetary conditions target and die foreign interest rate bodi fixed), then 
the exchange rate and interest rate will both rise, while die expected infladon rate 
will fall. That is, an expected movement along tomorrow’s monetary condidons tar
get will alter die expected infladon rate.

These results imply a fundamental weakness of monetary condidons targedng. 
By announcing a targeted set of exchange rates and interest rates, die Reserve Bank 
signals dial it does not care which point on die set is chosen by die market. But die 
Reserve Bank does care. To control infladon, it is necessary for die Reserve Bank 
to target a sequence of exchange rates and interest rates. It is not sufficient simply 
to target a sequence of values for die MCI.

Monetary Conditions Indices for Output

Much of die empirical work on monetary condidons lias focused on die growth of 
real output radier dian on infladon.

For simplicity, suppose the expected growdi rate for domesdc output can he 
expressed as a funedon of (i) past and present domesdc growdi rates, as well as past, 
present, and expected (ii) foreign growdi rates, (iii) domesdc real interest rates, and 
(iv) real exchange rates. Ixt die real exchange rate be defined as a domesdc price 
level —  expressed in foreign currency —  divided by a foreign price level. The cho
sen price level could be a GDP deflator or a traded goods price level. If die focus is 
on traded goods prices, dien it implies dial die law of one price need not hold (at 
least in die short term). Apparent arbitrage opportunidcs may disappear once 
transport costs, togedier widi die dmc required to transport, are considered. Alter
natively, arbitrage opportunities may exist, but new firms may be unable to exploit 
diem because of die oligopolistic nature of the production, distribution, and retail 
sectors. For example, if die domestic price of an imported good is high, new firms 
may be reluctant to import it if diey believe existing importers will engage m a price 
war to ensure new entrants can never make a profit. Similarly, if die domestic price 
of an import is low, firms may be reluctant to raise dieir price, as diis may damage 
dieir reputation and reduce dieir market share (such a situation may emerge when 
demand for die good is low).

To describe output growdi in more detail, it will be useful to make some as
sumptions concerning die timing of data. Output, at date /, is calculated for a pe
riod of time, such as dirce mondis. Assume diat price data lor date t are gadiercd 
at die beginning of die period, before any output has been produced. Furdier, as
sume diat prices will remain fairly constant during die period: diey change only at 
die beginning of each period. This captures die idea diat day-to-day fluctuations in

12, •See, for example, Ericsson et al. (1997).
13

Alter allowing for differences in tax rates across countries, the domestic price o f traded goods, ex
pressed in foreign currency, should equal the foreign price.
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relative prices are unimportant; the locus is on prices that seem likely to last lor 
some period of time. Hence, at the beginning of period /, prices at date t have 
already been observed, while output at date l has not yet been produced. Expected 
output growth therefore refers to output at date t, relative to output at date [ / -  1\.

It is likely diat die expected growdi rate will be inversely related to both die ex
pected domesdc real interest rate and the current real exchange rate. An increase in 
die expected real interest rate will discourage investment by firms and die purchase 
of durables by households. Similarly, an increase in die current real exchange rate 
may discourage exports and encourage imports.

From die expected output growdi equadon, die terms involving die expected 
real interest rate and die current real exchange rate can he used to construct an MCI 
for output growdi.

Two crucial quesdons emerge from diis formuladon of an MCI. First, why fo
cus on die expected real interest rate and die current real exchange rate, radier dian 
die nominal interest rate and die nominal exchange rate? It should be noted diat 
die expected real interest rate can be expressed in terms of die current nominal in
terest rate and die expected inlladon rate, while die real exchange rate is determined 
by die nominal exchange rate and price levels for domesdc and foreign output. By 
focusing on nominal variables, die role of die expected inlladon rate is highlighted. 
In pardcular, suppose die expected inlladon rate is inlluenced by die current nomi
nal exchange rate and/or die current nominal interest rate. In diis case, construcdng 
an MCI using nominal variables will yield a different functional form (and rado of 
coefficients) dian die index constructed using real variables.

Second, why focus on expected output growth radier dian the expected inlladon 
rate, especially as die Reserve Bank’s goal is to achieve an inlladon target? "Flic 
main cxplanadon offered is diat die key determinant of condnuing inlladon is die 
so-called output ^ap (die difference between actual output and some measure of 
potcndal output). Clearly, controlling output growdi is equivalent to controlling die 
output gap; given current output and expected potential output, dierc is a one-to- 
one relationship between expected growdi and die expected output gap. But why 
should die Reserve Bank care about condnuing inlladon, as opposed to die se
quence of observed inlladon rates?

Suppose diat die Reserve Bank can indeed construct a well-defined MCI for 
real output growth at each date. A monetary policy can dien be diought of as die 
specification of a monetary conditions target at each date, from today until die end 
of time.

Given die sequence of historical variables and die sequence of expected exoge
nous variables, die Reserve Bank considers die set of all feasible monetary policies, 
and dien chooses die policy it likes best. That is, die Reserve Bank has some well- 
defined objective function diat it seeks to maximise (subject to certain constraints).

u
See, for example, Freedman (1994:473).

See, for example, Freedman (1994:471) and Nadal-de-Simone et al. (1996:30, 37).

See Freedman (1994:472).
16
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If Üic Reserve Bank’s objective is to achieve its inflation target, at every date, then it 
will not ‘distinguish between developments that affect die price level once and lor all 
and those that affect the process of inflation’ (Freedman, 1994:472). The Reserve 
Bank’s MCI will be derived from the functional form for the expected inflation rate, 
while output growth will matter only if it is one of the influences on expected infla
tion. On the other hand, if the Reserve Bank’s objective is to smooth output 
growdi, as well as achieve its inflation target, then short-term deviations from the 
inflation target might occur, so long as fliese deviations encourage output smooth
ing. Put simply, the Reserve Bank will develop a concept of continuing inflation 
only if it is concerned with output smoothing. We may therefore infer that if the 
Reserve Bank targets an MCI for output growth, then output smoothing enters into 
the Bank’s objective function. Note that in such a situation it is difficult to monitor 
the success of the Bank, as neither potential output nor continuing inflation is di
rectly observable.

Finally, the expected growth rate —  from today until tomorrow —  will be influ
enced by a sequence of past, present, and expected real interest rates and a se
quence of real exchange rates. For example, if the real interest rate is expected to 
fall, then firms may choose to delay investment. Similarly, if flic real exchange rate 
is expected to rise (and this directly influences the domestic price of traded goods), 
consumers may delay the purchase of certain traded goods.

In the simplest case, flic expected growdi rate will be a function of a sequence 
of monetary conditions. To generate a targeted sequence of expected growdi rates, 
therefore, it will be sufficient to specify a sequence of monetary conditions targets. 
More generally, however, die expected growth rate will be a function of a sequence 
of monetary conditions targets together with a sequence of real exchange rates (with 
the sequence of real interest rates captured by die monetary conditions targets). 
Hence, die Reserve Bank is concerned about more flian just flic sequence of mone
tary condifions targets; for each set of real exchange rates and real interest rates, it 
cares about the point at which die market will setde.

Conclusion

For simple models of expected infladon or output growdi, die influence of die cur
rent exchange rate and interest rate can be captured by an MCI. However, die 
shape of such an index (for example, expressing the exchange rate as a funedon of 
die interest rate) is highly sensidve to model specification. For example, in a model 
of expected infladon, if die domesdc price of traded goods is determined by die 
foreign price, with a lag, dien die exchange rate is a decreasing funedon of die inter
est rate. Altcrnadvcly, if the domesdc price is instantaneously determined by die 
foreign price, dien die exchange rate is an increasing funedon of die interest rate. 
The shape of die MCI influences die way die exchange rate and interest rate re
spond to shocks (for example, an increase in die foreign interest rate).

Even when die current exchange rate and die interest rate can be represented 
by an MCI, dierc is no reason why diis will be true for cidier die past or die future. 
In pardcular, die past and die future can be represented by a sequence of monetary
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conditions targets, together with a sequence of exchange rates. Clearly, the empiri
cal significance of this general result must he investigated. If the coefficients on the 
exchange rates are all fairly small, then for all practical purposes we can assume they 
are all zero. That is, we can approximate the true functional form by a function ol 
tiie sequence of monetary conditions targets. If, on the other hand, some ol the 
coefficients on the exchange rates are large, dien die Reserve Bank must either 

4. abandon die concept of a monetary condidons target or recognise diat it will have to 
revise its sequence of monetary condidons targets whenever die economy experi
ences a significant shock.

Appendix: Mathematical Representations of Inflation Models

A simple m odel o f  inflation. The variables are given by it = domesdc interest rate, 
i*t = foreign interest rate, e, = exchange rate, p \  = price of traded goods, pNt = price 
of noil-traded good, p, = domesdc price level, p*t = foreign price lor traded goods 
(infladon rates are • Tt, • Nt, • ,, and • *t, respeedvely). Variables involving dme (i 
and • ) are indexed by dieir inidal date. Future variables (et+i, • t) can be diought of 
as expected variables. Finally, m, is a measure of die risk premium on domesdc 
bonds.

PT,.| = [e,r'p*„ (1)
pN,-M = [pN,]b [pT,t .] 'b[l +i,rd. (2)
p1+i = [p1,+i]a [pN..i]la,.™<l (3)
[1 +i(] = e ,[e ,ti] '1 [1 + i* ,][l + m j. (4)

Now, equations (l)-(3) yield:
L og [l+ *  , ] - [ a  + (l -a )  ( l - b ) ]  Log[l + •
+ [1 -  a] b-[ 1 -  b] [Log(l + • *,.2) + b Log(l + • *,.3) + b2 Ix>g(l + • *,.4) +•••]
-  Mt + [1 -  b]-[M,_, + b-Mt-2 + b2M,.3 +•••]
+ a b {e,.i -  [1 -  b]-[Ixig(e,.2) + b-Ixig(e,.3) + b2-Ix>g(e,_4) +•••]} (5)
where:
Mt = [1 -  (1 -  a) b] Log[et] + [1 -  a] d-Log[l + it] (6)
Further, equadon (4) can be rewritten:
Log[l + it] = I^og[et] -  Ixig[e,+i] + Log[l + i*t] + Ixig[l + mt] (4*)

A m odel o f  inflation where the future matters 
Equadon (1) is now:
pT,+i = [et+i ] 'p * t+i (1)
Equadons (2)-(4) are unchanged, yielding:
Log[l + • t] = [1 — a] b [l -  b] [Ixig(l + • + b-Ixig(l + • *t.2)

+ b2-Ixig(l + • *t-3) +•••]
+ [1 -  (1 - a) b] [l -  b]-[Ixig(e,_i) + b-Ixig(et.2) + b2-Lx>g(e,.3) +•••]
+ [1 -  (1 -  a)-b]-[Ixig(l + • * , ) -  Ixig(et+1)] -  Mt + [1 -  b]-[Mt., + b-Mt.2

+ b2-M,_3 +•••] (5)
where
Mt = [1 -  a] d lxig[l + it] -  [a + (1 -  a) (l -  b)2] Ixig[et] (6)
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